
Great City Solutions

Customized solutions for enhancing –  
and sustaining – your great city 

 

Are you ready to turn today’s challenges into thriving opportunities? 
Working with great cities across the globe, CH2M knows that many are facing similar challenges. Some of today’s toughest challenges include:

• Accessing available funding to update, build, operate and maintain 
urban infrastructure

• Innovating in and around city centers to attract employers, residents 
and tourists and increase your city’s competitive advantage

• Creating a clear roadmap for redevelopment – one that prioritizes and 
optimizes investments, enriches livability, safeguards the environment 
and maximizes revenue potential

• Reducing your city’s susceptibility and the time it takes to respond to 
flooding, droughts, earthquakes and other disasters 

• Managing traffic congestion and expanding multimodal transit to 
promote equity and economic growth

• Harnessing the power of smart technologies to manage city assets 
and operations, increase levels of service and connect businesses, 
residents and tourists with community services

• Keeping facilities, assets, citizens and public spaces safe, while more 
rapidly, accurately and cost effectively responding to emergencies 

• Streamlining cross-departmental decision-making and ensuring 
transparent communications with all stakeholders



A customized 
citywide solution will 

support greater transparency 
and multi-stakeholder consensus – 

empowering you to make a 
compelling business case for projects, 

meaningfully improve performance 
and bottom-line profitability and 

deliver on your promises to 
constituents.

At CH2M, we’re ready and passionate about 
partnering with cities to enrich our shared 
future. The possibilities are dazzling: 
autonomous vehicles, living buildings, 
virtual realities, robotic cities. Technological 
advancements are happening at breakneck 
speed, with the vast universe of digital data 
doubling every two years. 

Yet as the digital world expands, our 
material world contracts. Human activity is 
altering our planet’s climate and threatening 
our security. Rapid urbanization and 
population growth are straining our natural 
resources. And global competition – for 
limited resources, investment and jobs – is 
rising at record rates.

How can we strategically leverage the 
power of big data1 to achieve city goals? 

How do we close funding gaps so physical 
infrastructure keeps pace with public needs?

How do we conserve and best harness our 
precious resources? 

How can cities secure their competitive 
advantage, enhance livability and support 
long-term equity, stability and prosperity? 

In our unyielding drive to help build a more 
resilient and vibrant global future, CH2M 
has shed our silos and brought together 
our best and brightest – in water, energy, 
transportation, waste, environment, 
security and smart cities. Our mission is to 
help cities navigate their own silos and 
together prioritize, fund and rapidly 
deploy cutting-edge solutions to their 
most pressing challenges … citywide. 

These are our Great City Solutions.

What Are Great City Solutions?
CH2M’s Great City Solutions are built around three foundational needs for citywide 
transformation: economic development, smart city technologies and resilience. 

To create practical, implementable 
solutions for building great cities, we 
evaluated our deep enterprise services and 
capabilities, and packaged a set of 
structured, scalable and proven solution 
offerings for each growth area. These 
offerings include a set of services, 
innovations, tools and processes – from 
diagnostic assessment and planning tools 
to project design, execution and operations 
strategies – which we’ve leveraged and 
successfully delivered to cities around 
the world. 

These are not off-the-shelf solutions; rather, 
they are a starting point for collaboratively 
building a targeted, value-based solution 
for your city’s complex and immediate 
strategic areas of concern. 

Using big data to prioritize, fund 
and accelerate citywide projects
We know that funding and budget 
constraints, competing departmental 
priorities and information gaps make it 
difficult to implement cross-sector solutions 
across an entire city. To overcome these 

barriers, we’ve advanced technology-based 
enabling services that represent the state of the 
art in consensus-based decision-making; data 
collection, aggregation, analysis and prediction; 
project prioritization and optimization; and 
funding program development. 

Together, these tools will help you identify and 
access a broad range of traditional and 
alternative financing mechanisms, compare 
hundreds of projects and funding scenarios in 
real time against a range of constraints and 
risks and develop consensus-built investment 
decisions and execution strategies. The result 
is a robust and supported funding program 
and City Action Roadmap with a prioritized list 
of projects that optimize project funding and 
timing, mitigate risk and accelerate your most 
important citywide improvements. 

1  Big data describes the large volume of data that 
inundates us daily. It’s not the amount of data that’s 
important; it’s what we do with it that matters.
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Great City  
Solution Offerings

The offerings within each growth area are 
combined and tailored to create an integrated 

solution to your city’s unique challenges.
Each solution offering above is supported by three enabling services: roadmapping, 
funding plan development and resilience vulnerability assessment and mitigation.



How do we work with you to create  
and deliver Great City Solutions?
We start by carefully listening to your city’s needs and challenges to bring step change for short- and 
long-term challenges. We then collaboratively work with you to build a comprehensive and customized 
solution for your city, using our proven solution offerings as the foundation for getting started. For example:

Solution benefits 
Only CH2M offers cities comprehensive, cross-sector services in planning, engineering, design, procurement, construction and city management and 
operations. This empowers our teams to build long-term efficiencies and cost savings into each project phase as well as long-term city operations. Our 
local delivery teams collaborate with CH2M’s foremost thought leaders and subject matter experts to bring world-class solutions and best practices to 
local challenges. And we partner with leading players in the city space – in information and communication technologies, urban planning and design and 
city sector innovation and development – providing the expertise needed to quickly and cost-effectively deliver these Great City Solutions.

Economic development
• Business district innovation: Prioritizes 

investment and attracts and retains the 
businesses and knowledge workers needed 
to reinvigorate city centers and promote a 
thriving, highly competitive 21st century 
urban environment.

• Asset and land utilization: Helps cities 
prioritize, fund, plan and redevelop 
underused or abandoned land assets and 
promote social and economic development 
opportunities citywide.

• Integrated transit planning, design and 
implementation: Optimizes and helps cities 
finance transit planning, design and 
construction projects to increase ridership, 
decrease automobile dependency and 
congestion and effectively compete with 
other innovations in shared transport. 

• Mobility-based development: Maximizes 
the benefits of transit-oriented development 
and integrated multimodal streets to 
increase public transit use, catalyze 
neighborhood activity and business growth 
and improve the lives of those who live, 
work and play. 

Smart cities
• Urban infrastructure integration and 

management: Increases efficiency and cost 
savings with systemwide, real-time 
technologies to monitor, analyze, operate and 
manage urban assets and infrastructure. 

• Communications and connectivity: 
Creates a single, pervasive smart technology 
solution that weaves together people, 
services, information and community assets.

• Infrastructure: Instruments and integrates 
technology into sector-specific infrastructure 
to improve service delivery, physical asset 
safety and livability across all sectors.

• Urban mobility: Integrates smart technology 
to enhance mobility, improve traffic flow and 
safety and increase the use of public transit.

• Public safety: Provides a unified command 
center to keep facilities, assets and the public 
safe and improve rapid emergency response.

• Resilience: Uses smart technology to reduce 
service interruptions, optimize response 
efficiency and accelerate reimbursements

Resilience 
• Sea level rise: Provides a systems-based 

solution for effective adaptation and 
response to sea level rise, including flooding, 
saltwater intrusion and coastal erosion.

• Extreme weather: Enables in-depth 
understanding of citywide resilience 
vulnerabilities and risks, prioritizes resilience 
and asset renewal strategies and implements 
climate proofing solutions that safeguard 
people, infrastructure and resources. 

• Integrated stormwater management: 
Protects water quality, minimizes flooding 
risks and greens the urban landscape by 
tying stormwater infrastructure 
improvements to other enhancements in 
transportation, parks and recreation, 
environment and flood control. 

If your most pressing challenge is 
flooding, your customized 
solution may emphasize services 
and tools from our Resilience – 
Integrated Stormwater 
Management solution. 

If your city is located on a coast, 
your packaged solution may also 
include tools and services from 
the Resilience – Sea Level  Rise 
offering.
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However, if you need to improve mobility, reduce crime and energize 
your city center, while also resolving flooding and combined sewer 
overflow issues, we can design a robust, integrated solution that features 
tools and services from all three growth areas – economic development, 
resilience and smart cities – to help you plan, fund, integrate, prioritize 
and deliver citywide projects that achieve your multiple objectives. 

This example represents just three possible solutions. Our Great City Solution offerings are combined and tailored to address each city’s 
unique challenges and strategic goals.



www.ch2m.com 
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Customized solutions for great cities 
Menomonee Valley Industrial Center and 
Community Park, City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Economic Development – Asset and Land Utilization
Blighted by 125 years of industrial activity and 
contamination, the City of Milwaukee partnered with 
CH2M to transform a 140-acre brownfield site in the 
heart of the city into a thriving center that celebrates its 
heritage and supports a prosperous, ever-growing economy. As 
program manager in a 50/50 joint venture (JV) partnership, we led 
detailed design, implementation and oversight of the entire 
development, delivering the program on budget and ahead of schedule.

Outcomes:
• Innovative asset and land use strategies increased real estate, 

ecological and recreational value by $120 million 
• New businesses have moved in, creating over 1,200 new high-end 

light industrial and commercial jobs to date
• Regulatory negotiations saved $15 million and value engineering, new 

revenue streams and material reuse save another $25 million 

Coastal Hardening Adaptation Planning and 
Design, New York City (NYC) Department of 
Environmental Protection, New York
Resilience – Sea Level Rise
Following Hurricane Irene and Superstorm Sandy, 
CH2M in a JV partnership developed a strategic, 
forward-looking resilience plan to harden NYC’s enormous 
wastewater and stormwater system against future climate risks. After 
inspecting over 500 buildings and almost 50,000 assets, we developed 
optimal, site-specific protective measures and cost estimates for at-risk 
locations, prioritized adaptation projects and created robust design 
guidelines for future upgrades and coastal hardening. The award-
winning plan is the nation’s most comprehensive assessment of climate 
risks to wastewater infrastructure, and the first of its kind to assess 
coastal flooding risks under future sea level conditions.

Outcomes:
• The $315 million in recommended fortifications will save up to 

$2.5 billion in emergency response costs over the next 50 years while 
safeguarding the public and environment

• Site-specific protective measures minimize prolonged service 
interruption and flood risk, and balance feasibility, resiliency and cost 

Aurangabad Industrial Smart City Development, 
Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor, India 
Smart Cities – Communication and Connectivity
As program manager for the first phase of this new 
city, CH2M is delivering all critical infrastructure, a 
world-class exhibition and convention center and a 
multimodal logistics park – using smart growth principles 
and technology to realize a fully-connected smart, green, industrial city of 
the future from the ground up. We’re developing a host of Internet of 
Everything solutions for smart traffic management, energy, water, waste 
and housing to optimize urban operations and support 333,000 new jobs. 

Outcomes:
• Physical and digital infrastructure solutions exceed global benchmarks, 

creating the blueprint for a breakthrough 21st century smart city 
• A centralized command and control facility will maintain and monitor 

citywide utilities for optimal efficiency
• The transit-oriented, walkable township will feature an intelligent 

transportation system, resource conservation and renewable power

Detroit Future City Open Space Funding Program, 
Center for Community Progress, Michigan
Enabling Service – Comprehensive Financing 
and Funding Plan
CH2M helped the Center for Community Progress 
identify creative funding strategies to support Detroit 
Future City – a visionary framework for creating vibrant, 
open spaces and thriving neighborhoods throughout Detroit. 
The comprehensive funding plan identified over 45 viable funding 
sources – many previously untapped – and assessed their 
applicability to eight priority land use options. We grouped each 
funding opportunity – traditional to emerging – into six primary 
categories: direct fees, debt and credit assistance tools, private 
sources, value capture mechanisms and grants, and recommended 
actions to enhance their feasibility.

Outcomes:
• Identified previously untapped funding sources and actions for 

making prioritized land uses more financially feasible
• Implementation plan provides a robust framework for funding 

and helping realize Detroit’s envisioned 13,000 acres of 
open space
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About ch2m

Founded in 1946, CH2M is a global leader in full-service consulting, design, design-build, 
operations and program management services. Our partners and clients include 
governments, cities and businesses in more than 50 countries. To meet their biggest 
challenges, we tap deeply integrated capabilities across our organization – in urban 
environments, transportation, water, energy, environment and industry. And we draw on the 
exceptional skills and creativity of over 22,000 teammates with an outstanding track record 
of expertly executing projects both big and small. We combine local delivery teams deeply 
rooted in the community with global experts and best practices so we can flexibly address 
evolving project demands. We start by truly listening, and focus all our knowledge, skill and 
creativity on our clients’ success. When we help our clients stay strong and competitive, we 
help society move forward.


